In this paper, we describe description schemes (DSs) for image, video, multimedia, home media, and archive content proposed to the MPEG-7 standard. MPEG-7 aims to create a multimedia content description standard in order to facilitate various multimedia searching and filtering applications. During the design process, special care was taken to provide simple but powerful structures that represent generic multimedia data. We use the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) to illustrate and exemplify the proposed DSs because of its interoperability and flexibility advantages. The main components of the image, video, and multimedia description schemes are object, feature classification, object hierarchy, entity-relation graph, code downloading, multi-abstraction levels, and modality transcoding. The home media description instantiates the former DSs proposing the 6-W semantic features for objects, and 1-P physical and 6-W semantic object hierarchies. The archive description scheme aims to describe collections of multimedia documents, whereas the former DSs only aim at individual multimedia documents. In the archive description scheme, the content of an archive is represented using multiple hierarchies of clusters, which may be related by entity-relation graphs. The hierarchy is a specific case of entity-relation graph using a containment relation. We explicitly include the hierarchy structure in our DSs because it is a natural way of defining composite objects, a more efficient structure for retrieval, and the representation structure used in MPEG-4. We demonstrate the feasibility and the efficiency of our description schemes by presenting applications that already use the proposed structures or will greatly benefit from their use. These applications are the Visual Apprentice, the AMOS-Search system, a multimedia broadcast news browser, a storytelling system, and an image meta search engine, MetaSEEk.
Introduction
During the past few years, multimedia content has become available at an increasing rate, especially in digital format. Therefore, it has become increasingly important to develop systems that process, filter, search, where the relations among the entities are of containment. Nevertheless, we decided to explicitly include the hierarchical structure in our DSs because the hierarchy is a natural way of defining composite objects, a more efficient structure for retrieval, and the representation structure used in MPEG-4.
We will demonstrate the utility and the use of each one of our description schemes with respect to how they are used and/or impact some application systems that we have developed. Some of these application systems have capabilities that critically depend on interoperable multimedia descriptions. These applications are the Visual Apprentice [10] , a model-based image classification system; the AMOS-Search system [27] , an object-based video search system; a multimedia broadcast news browser [9] ; a storytelling system; and MetaSEEK [2] , a meta search engine for mediation among multiple search engines for audio-visual information. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly discuss how our description schemes uniquely address the requirements of MPEG-7 and the specific role that XML performs on them. We describe the components, provide examples, and present an application scenario of the proposed image, video, multimedia, home media, and archive description schemes in section 3, section 4, section 5, section 6, and section 7, respectively. The basic components of the proposed DSs (e.g. hierarchies and entity-relation graphs) are described in depth for the simplest DS, the image DS. The explanation is extended for the other DSs referencing back to the image DS. Finally, we summarize the key points of our description schemes and the open issues for future research in section 8.
Design Principles and Goals
The proposed description schemes are designed to address the MPEG-7 requirements for the description of visual content [18] . We first explain how our design satisfies most of MPEG-7 requirements, then focus on specific requirements of flexibility and extensibility that are addressed by the use of XML.
Satisfying General MPEG-7 Requirements
The proposed description schemes satisfy the criteria stated by MPEG-7 as follows:
• Object-Based Multi-Level Abstraction: The DSs use "object" as the fundamental entity in describing multimedia content at various levels, which can be defined along different dimensions. For instance, objects can be used to describe image regions, groups of regions, video segments, and groups of segments among others. High-level objects can be used to describe groups of primitive objects based on semantics or visual features. Different types of features can be used for different levels of objects. As an example, visual features are adequate for objects corresponding to physical components in the content, while semantic features can be applied to objects at any level.
• Effectiveness: Our object-based DSs provide an efficient framework for accommodating various types of multimedia content and their features in different domains. For each DS, we present an example application that uses the proposed structures or will greatly benefit from their use. Some of these systems are large-scale visual content search and filtering systems.
• Application Domain: The proposed DSs are generic and support a very broad range of applications.
• Comprehensiveness: The proposed DSs covers a variety of multimedia content types: images, video sequences, multimedia documents, home media content, and multimedia collections.
• Flexibility: The flexibility of the proposed DSs is achieved by (1) allowing parts of the DSs to be instantiated; (2) using efficient categorization of features and clustering of objects (the indexing hierarchy); and (3) supporting efficient linking, embedding, or downloading of external feature descriptors and execution code.
• Extensibility: Elements defined in the DSs can be used to derive new elements for different domains. An example is the home media description scheme, which simply extends the feature set and the type of object hierarchies of the multimedia, the image, and the video description scheme.
• Scalability: One unique aspect of our DSs is the capability to define multiple abstraction levels based on any arbitrary set of criteria using the object hierarchies. The criteria can be specified in terms of visual features (e.g., size and color), semantic relevance (e.g., relevance to user interest profile), service quality (e.g., media features), and/or temporal features.
• Simplicity: These DSs specify a minimal set of components: objects, features classes, object hierarchies, and entity-relation graphs. Additional objects and features can be easily added in a modular and flexible way. Different types of object hierarchies and entity-relation graphs can be defined in a similar fashion.
Extensible Markup Language (XML)
From among the various MPEG-7 requirements, the flexibility and extensibility requirements are critical for widespread acceptance of MPEG-7 in many application domains. We propose the use of XML [25] to satisfy these requirements; a brief historical overview of XML leading to the justification of its use in our proposal is presented next. SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO 8879) is a standard language for defining and using document formats. SGML allows documents to be self-describing, i.e., they describe their own grammar by specifying the tag set used in the document and the structural relationships that those tags represent. However, full SGML contains many optional features that are not needed for Web applications and has proven to be too complex to current vendors of Web browsers. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has created an SGML Working Group to build a set of specifications to make it easy and straightforward to use the beneficial features of SGML on the Web [25] . This subset, called XML (eXtensible Markup Language), retains the key SGML advantages in a language that is designed to be vastly easier to learn, use, and implement than full SGML.
A major advantage of using XML is that it allows the descriptions to be self-describing, in the sense that they combine the description and the structure of the description in the same format and document. XML also provides the capability to import external structural descriptions (e.g. for feature descriptors) into our multimedia description schemes in a highly modular and extensible way. We will see an example in the next section.
Image Description Scheme
We present the image description scheme [13] [15] for interoperable image descriptions in this section. To clarify the explanation, we use the example shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows the description of an image by the proposed image DS: image objects, object features, object hierarchy, and entity-relation (E-R) graph. Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the proposed image description scheme following the UML notation 2 [22] . Under the proposed image description scheme, an image is represented as a set of image objects, which are related by object hierarchies and entity-relation graphs. Objects can have multiple features that can link to external extraction and similarity matching code. Features are categorized into media, visual, and semantic features. Objects can be organized in multiple object hierarchies. Non-hierarchical relationships among two or more objects can be described using multiple entity-relation graphs. Multiple levels of abstraction in indexing and viewing the objects in a large image based on media, visual, and/or semantic features can be implemented using object hierarchies. A special media feature that we propose is modality transcoding that allows users with different terminal specifications (e.g. cellular phones and computers connected to high-speed networks) to access the same image content in adequate modalities and resolutions. We explain these components in the remainder of this section. We will also describe how the Visual Apprentice [10] uses the same structures for image classification. In our image DS (see Figure 2) , the image element (<image>), which represents the image description, includes an image object set element (<image_object_set>), one or more object hierarchy elements (<object_hierarchy>), and one or more entity-relation graphs (<entity_relation_graph>). The hierarchy is a special case of entity-relation graph whose entities are related by containment relationships. We explicitly include the hierarchy in our DS for several reasons: (1) the hierarchy is a more efficient structure for retrieval (2) a hierarchy is the most natural way of defining composite objects; and (3) MPEG-4 objects are built following a hierarchical structure.
We separate the definition of the objects from the structures that describe relationships among these objects for flexibility and generality. First, the same object may appear in different hierarchies and entity-relation graphs. If we included the object features at each node in the object hierarchy and the entity-relation graph, we would be duplicating the features for objects that appear in more than one hierarchies and/or graphs. Besides, a mechanism would be needed to identify the nodes of the hierarchies and the graphs that represent, in fact, the same object. Second, an object can be defined without the need for it to be included in any relational structures, a hierarchy or a graph, so the extraction of objects and relations among objects could be done at different stages permitting the distributed processing of the image content.
Image Object and Object Set
An image object refers to one or more arbitrary regions of an image, so it can be continuous or discontinuous in space. In Figure 1 , O1 ("Person A"), O2 ("Person B"), and O0 ("Photograph") are objects with only one associated continuous region. O3 ("People") is an example of an object composed of multiple regions separated in space. We distinguish between local objects and global objects; a global object contains the features that are common to an entire image; a local object only contains the features of a section of the image. O0 ("Photograph") is the global object representing the entire image. We treat the image as another object in the object set because all share the same features, descriptors, and relations.
In an early stage of the development of the image DS [15] , we proposed two different types of objects: physical objects (continuous regions) and logical objects (semantic objects). However, we decided to remove this categorical distinction for generality. We identify different types of objects like visual objects, i.e., objects that are defined by visual features (color, texture, etc.; e.g. red color object), media objects, semantic objects, and objects defined by the combination of semantic, visual, and media features. In other words, we believe the type of an object is determined by the features used to describe that object. Furthermore, new types of objects can be added as needed. For each application, different types of objects can be derived from the proposed generic object by making use of inheritance relationships. The current specification of the MPEG-7 DDL [17] (MPEG Meeting at Melbourne) supports inheritance.
As shown in Figure 2 , the set of all image object elements (<image_object>) that are described in an image is included within the object set element (<image_object_set>). Each object element can have a unique identifier within an image description. The identifier and the type of an object (local or global) are expressed as attributes of the object element, id and type, respectively. The objects that we have chosen to describe for the image in Figure 1 are listed in XML below. The text between "<!--" and "-->" are comments as in HTML.
Object Features
Image objects can contain three feature elements that group features based on the information they convey (see Figure 2 ): media (<img_obj_media_features>), visual (<img_obj_visual_features>), and semantic (<img_obj_media_ features>) features [11] . Table 1 compiles a list of example features for each feature class. Note that we propose six semantic features (who, what object, what action, why, when, and where) plus another text annotation feature for annotations. We will talk about the 6-Ws in the home DS section (section 6). Each feature element in an image object will include the descriptors selected by MPEG-7. Descriptors that may be associated with some visual features are shown in Table 2 . Specific descriptors can include links to external extraction and similarity matching code. It is important to emphasize that our image DS can include any number of features for each object in an extensible and modular way. The XML example below shows how features and descriptors are included in the image object. In particular, the example expresses the features associated with the global object O0 in Figure 1 : two semantic features (where and when), one media feature (file format), and one visual feature (color with color histogram descriptor). An object can be described by different concepts (<concept>) in each of the 6-W semantic categories as shown in the example below.
<image_object id="O0" type="GLOBAL"> <!--Global object: Photograph --> <img_obj_semantic_features> <where> <concept> Columbia University, NYC </concept> <concept> Outdoors </concept> </where> <when> <concept> 5/31/99 </concept> </when> </img_obj_semantic_features> <img_obj_media_features> <file_format> JPG </file_format> </img_obj_media_features> <img_obj_visual_features> <color> <color_histogram> <value format="float[166]"> .3 .03 .45 … </value> </color_histogram> </color> </img_obj_visual_features> </image_global_object>
Object Hierarchy
In the image DS, the object hierarchy can be used to organize the image objects in the object set based on different criteria: media features, visual features, semantic features, or combinations. Each object hierarchy is a tree of object nodes which reference image objects in the object set. We shall describe the object hierarchy in this section. We also include an example that illustrates the use of object hierarchies to build indexing hierarchies and to generate multi-abstraction level descriptions.
A hierarchy implies a containment relation from the child nodes to the parent node. This relation may be of different types depending on the object features selected: semantic, visual, and/or media. For example, the spatial object hierarchy in Figure 1 describes a visual containment because it was created considering a visual feature (spatial location). Figure 3 shows two more examples of object hierarchies. The first hierarchy is based on the "who" semantic feature and the second hierarchy is based on color and shape features (O7 can be defined as the region of the object satisfying some color and shape constraints). Hierarchies combining different features can also be built satisfying the requirements of a broader range of application systems. In an earlier phase of the development process of the image DS, we distinguish between physical and logical hierarchies, as for objects. However, we decided against it for similar reasons: generality, need for indexing hierarchies based on any combination of visual, media, and semantic features (see section 3.2), and capacity for generating specific types of hierarchies using inheritance relationships. As shown in Figure 2 , each object hierarchy (<object_hierarchy>) is a tree of object nodes. The object hierarchy includes an optional string attribute, type. A thesaurus could provide the values of the attribute type so that applications know exactly what type of hierarchies they are dealing with. However, it has been left as open text. Every object node (<object_node>) references an object in the object set. Objects can actually point back to the object nodes referring them. This bi-directional linking mechanism allows efficient transversal from objects in the object set to corresponding object nodes in the object hierarchy, and vice versa. Each object node references an object through an attribute, object_ref, by using the latter's unique identifier. Each object node element can also include a unique identifier in the form of an attribute. By including the object nodes's unique identifiers in their object_node_ref, objects can point back to object nodes referencing them. The spatial object hierarchy in Figure 1 is expressed in XML below.
<object_hierarchy type="SPATIAL"> <!--Object hierarchy: spatial hierarchy --> <object_node id="ON0" object_ref="O0"> <!-Photograph --> <object_node id="ON1" object_ref="O1"> </object_node> <!--Person A --> <object_node id="ON2" object_ref="O2"> </object_node> <!--Person B --> </object_node> </object_hierarchy>
In the reminder of the section, we will describe how object hierarchies can be used to build indexing hierarchies and to generate multiple-abstraction levels. In describing large images (e.g. satellite images), the main problem that usually arises is how to describe and retrieve many objects contained in the images in an efficient and scalable way. The most frequently used structures to solve this issue are indexing hierarchies. Figure 4 shows an image whose objects we want to index hierarchically based on their size. Instead of using only one feature to create an indexing hierarchy, we may have wanted to create multiple indexing hierarchies using different criteria involving multiple features.
Using the proposed object hierarchy, we could describe such indexing hierarchies that cluster objects based on some selected media, visual, and semantic features. The procedure will be similar to the one used to cluster images in visual information retrieval engines. Each object in the large image would be assigned an image object in the object set and some associated features. The intermediate nodes of the object hierarchy will also be represented as image objects but will include the criteria, conditions and constraints on one or more Figure 4 expressed in XML below. In this example, the features associated with the intermediate nodes of an object hierarchy provide an indication of the type of object hierarchy in the description (feature <size> in object o7).
<image> <image_object_set> <image_object type="LOCAL" id="o1"> <!--Real objects of the image --> <size> <num_pixels> 120 </num_pixels> </size> </image_object> <!--Others objects --> <image_object type="LOCAL" id="o7"> <!--Intermediate nodes in the hierarchy --> <size> <num_pixels> <less_than> 50 </less_than> </num_pixels> </size> </image_object> <!--Others objects --> </image_object_set> <object_hierarchy> <object_node id="on1" object_ref="o6"> <object_node id="on2" object_ref="o1" /> <object_node id="on3" object_ref="o2" /> <object_node id="on4" object_ref="o7"> <object_node id="on5" object_ref="o3" /> <object_node id="on6" object_ref="o4" /> <object_node id="on7" object_ref="o8"> <object_node id="on8" object_ref="o5" /> </object_node> </object_node> </object_node> </object_hierarchy> </image> Continuing the example in Figure 4 , we have actually defined three levels of abstraction based on the size of the objects (see Figure 4 and Table 3) . This multi-level abstraction scheme provides a scalable method for retrieving and viewing objects in the image. This approach can also be used to represent multiple abstraction levels based on other features such as semantic classes (e.g. forest, lake, and house).
Entity-Relation Graph
Although a hierarchical structure is adequate for retrieval purposes, some relationships among objects can not be expressed using such a tree structure. Our description scheme also allows the specification of more complex relationships among objects using entity-relation graphs. An entity-relation graph is a graph of entity nodes and relations among them. Table 4 lists several types of relationships with examples. We do not define specific types of graphs; we provide a general structure that could be customized for each application using inheritance relationships. For example, the entity-relation graph in Figure 1 describes a spatial relationship, "Left Of", and a semantic relationship, "Shaking Hands With", between the object O1 and the object O2 of the image. Figure 2 shows that the image DS allows for the specification of one or more entity-relation graphs (<entity_relation_ graph>). An entity-relation graph includes a set of entity-relation elements (<entity_relation>) and has two optional attributes, a unique identifier, id, and a string, type, to describe the binding expressed by the graph. Values for types could be given by thesaurus. An entity relation (<entity_node>) includes one relation element (<relation>), zero or more entity node elements (<entity_node>), and zero or more entity-relation elements. The relation element contains the specific relationship being described. Each entity node element references an object in the object set using an attribute, object_ref. Objects can point back to entity nodes referring them. Consider the entity-relation graph in Figure 1 , it includes two entity relations between the object O1 ("Person A") and the object O2 ("Person B"). The first entity relation describes how object O1 is positioned to "Left Of" (spatial relation) object O2. The second entity relation describes how object O1 is "Shaking Hand With" (semantic relation) object O2. The XML implementation of the example follows. <entity_relation_graph> <entity_relation> <!-Spatial, directional entity relation --> <relation type="SPATIAL.DIRECTIONAL"> Left Of </relation> <entity_node id="ETN1" object_ref="O1"/> <entity_node id="ETN2" object_ref="O2"/> </entity_relation> <entity_relation> <!-Semantic entity relation --> <relation type="SEMANTIC"> Shaking hands with </relation> <entity_node id="ETN3" object_ref="O2"/> <entity_node id="ETN4" object_ref="O1"/> </entity_relation> </entity_relation_graph> Entity-relation elements can include other entity-relation elements for efficiency. It allows creating efficient nested graphs of entity relationships as the ones in SMIL [26] . SMIL synchronizes different media documents by using nested "parallel" (<par>) and "sequential" (<seq>) relationships. In the SMIL example below, an image is displayed in parallel with an audio and a video sequence that are displayed sequentially.
In a similar way, nested relationships are used to efficiently describe temporal relationships among objects in example below. In the example below, object O1, object O2, and the sequence of O3 and O4 are parallel in time.
<entity_relation_graph> <entity_relation> <relation type="TEMPORAL.TOPOLOGICAL"> Parallel </relation> <entity_node id="ETN1" object_ref="O1"/> <entity_node id="ETN1" object_ref="O1"/> <relation type="TEMPORAL.TOPOLOGICAL"> Sequential </relation> <entity_node id="ETN3" object_ref="O3"/> <entity_node id="ETN4" object_ref="O4"/> </entity_relation> </entity_relation> </entity_relation_graph> A hierarchy can be implemented using an entity-relation graph whose entities are related by containment relationships -the "contain" relationship is a spatial, topological relationship (see Table 4 ). To show that a hierarchy is a particular case of entity-relation graph, we express the object hierarchy in Figure 1 using an entity-relation graph in XML below. The hierarchy shown in Figure 1 describes how object O0 ("Photograph") spatially contains objects O1 ("Person A") and O2 ("Person B"). Applications can decide between the convenience of using a coherence structure, an entity-relation graph, to implement hierarchies and graphs or the efficiency of using object hierarchies to implement hierarchies. Therefore, applications can decide to use entityrelation graphs or hierarchies based on specific trade-off considerations.
<entity_relation_graph> <entity_relation> <relation type="SPATIAL"> Contain </relation> <entity_node object_ref="O0"/> <entity_node object_ref="O1"/> </entity_relation> <entity_relation> <relation type="SPATIAL"> Contain </relation> <entity_node object_ref="O0"/> <entity_node object_ref="O2"/> </entity_relation> </entity_relation_graph>
Code Downloading
For descriptors associated with any type of features, the image DS includes links to extraction and similarity matching code, as shown in the following XML example. These links provide a mechanism for content from different sources using proprietary descriptors to be searched and filtered efficiently. In the archive description scheme, we will motivate the code downloading mechanism by its intended use in MetaSEEk (see section 7.3).
Each descriptor in our description schemes can include the descriptor value and a code element, which contain information regarding extraction and similarity matching code for that descriptor. The code elements (<code>) can include pointers to the executable files (<location>), and the description of the input (<input_parameters>) and output (<output_parameters>) parameters to execute the code. Information about the type (extraction or similarity), the language (e.g. Java or C), and the version of the code are defined as attributes of the code element.
The example below includes the description of a Tamura texture [21] feature that provides the specific feature values (coarseness, contrast, and directionality) and also links to external code for feature extraction and similarity matching. In the feature extraction example, information about input and output parameters is also provided. This description could have been generated by a search engine as a response to a texture query from a meta search engine. The meta search engine could then use the code to extract the same feature descriptor from the results received from other search engines in order to generate a homogeneous list of results for the user (see section 7.3). In other cases, only the extraction and similarity matching code is included, but not the specific feature values. Then filtering agents would extract the feature values if necessary for their processing.
The example below also shows the way in which XML enables externally defined description schemes for descriptors to be imported and combined into the image DS. In the example, an external descriptor for the Croma Key shape feature is imported into the description by using XML namespaces. In this framework, new features, types of features, and descriptors can be included in an extensible and modular way.
<texture> <tamura> <tamura_value coarseness="0.01" contrast="0.39" directionality="0.7"/> <code type="EXTRACTION" language="JAVA" version="1.1"> <!--Link extraction code --> <location> <location_site href="ftp://extract.tamura.java"/> </location> <input_parameters> <parameter name="image" type="PPM"/> </input_parameters> <output_parameters> <parameter name="tamura texture" type="double [3] "/> </output_parameters> </code> <code type="DISTANCE" language="JAVA" version="4.2"> <!--Link similarity code --> <location> <location_site href="ftp://distance.tamura.java"/> </location> </code> </tamura> </texture> <shape> <!--Import external shape descriptor DTD --> <chromaKeyShape xmlns:extShape "http://www.other.ds/chromaKeyShape.dtd"> <extShape:HueRange> <extShape:start> 40 </extShape:start> <extShape:end> 40 </extShape:end> </extShape:HueRange> </chromaKeyShape> </shape>
Modality Transcoding
Consider a content broadcaster that needs to transmit image content to their users. Due to the difference of terminals and bandwidth that each user has, the content broadcaster will need to transcode the image content into different media modalities and resolutions as needed for each specific terminal [12] . A clear example is an image being transcoded into an audio sequence in order to be received by a cellular phone.
An important media feature that we include in our image DS is modality transcoding. Local objects as well as global objects can include the modality transcoding media feature. This media feature contains the media modality, the resolution, and the location of transcoded versions of the image object, or links to external transcoding code. The descriptor can point to code for transcoding the image object into different modalities and resolutions that would satisfy the requirements of the each user terminal. See the example in XML that follows where a audio transcoded version is available for an image object.
<image_object type="GLOBAL" id="O0"> <img_obj_media_features> <location> <location_site href="Hi.gif"/> </location> <modality_transcoding> <modality_object_set> <modality_object id="mo2" type="AUDIO" resolution="1"> <location><location_site href="Hi.au.xml"?o1/></location> </modality_object> <modality_object_set> </modality_transcoding> <img_obj_media_features> </image_object>
Application: The Visual Apprentice
In the section, we shall present the Visual Apprentice [10] , a model-based image classification system. The work on the Visual Apprentice is prior to the work on description schemes for MPEG-7; however the system uses the elements and structures proposed for the MPEG-7 description schemes: objects, object features, object hierarchies, and entity-relation graphs.
Many automatic image classification systems are based on a pre-defined set of classes in which classspecific algorithms are used to perform classification. The Visual Apprentice [10] allows users to define their own classes and build Visual Object Detectors for each one of the classes. The learning framework of the Visual Apprentice is based on an Object-Definition Hierarchy consisting of the following levels ( Figure 5 (a) ): region, perceptual, object-part, object, and scene. To construct a Visual Object Detector (VISOD) for a class, the user begins by selecting the training images and building an object definition hierarchy according to his interests. The recognition strategy is based on automatic segmentation of training images -during training, each image is automatically segmented and example regions are manually labeled by the user according to the hierarchy he/she defined (see Figure 5 (b) and (c)). The labeled regions from all of the training examples are then used to compute the training set. Features (color, texture, shape, etc.) for each node of the hierarchy and spatial relationships (above/below, far/near, left/right, etc.) for the perceptual areas and the object-parts are automatically extracted and stored in a database. This data is then used for training by multiple learning algorithms that perform feature selection and yield a set of fuzzyclassifiers for each node (e.g., region, object-part, etc.).
The Visual Object Detector performs automatic classification of a new image by first applying automatic segmentation, and then combining classifiers and grouping strategies at the levels of Figure 5 regions are classified first and combined to obtain perceptual-areas which are used by object-part classifiers. Object-parts, in turn, are combined and passed to object classifiers.
We will explain now how the visual model of the Visual Apprentice could be mapped into the proposed image DS. First, the objects, the object-parts, the perceptual areas, and the regions in the Visual Apprentice would be described as image objects. Each one of the four levels of the object-definition hierarchy is associated with a specific set of features (low-level features and semantic labels), so four specialized types of objects could be derived from the generic object proposed in the image DS, one for each level. Second, the Object-Definition Hierarchy could be represented with the object hierarchy in the image DS. Third, entity-relation graphs in the image DS could be used to describe the spatial relationships among perceptual areas and object-parts. Finally, the semantic labels assigned by the user and generated by the automatic classification could be associated with a descriptor of a semantic annotation feature.
As the entire visual model of the Visual Apprentice can be represented using the image DS, the system could be adapted to function on the proposed description scheme. It could accept descriptions of the user classes and the training examples as instances of the proposed image description scheme in order to generate the visual model for the class. The Visual Apprentice could also be used to generate descriptions of images following its Object-Definition Hierarchy compliant with the image DS.
Video Description Scheme
We present the video DS [14] [15] in this section. The video DS is the natural extension of the image DS adding the temporal dimension. To clarify the explanation, we use the example shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 presents a simple example of video description following the proposed DS: video objects, object features, object hierarchy, and entity-relation (E-R) graph. The UML graphical representation of the video DS is the video equivalent of the image DS in Figure 2 with the addition of temporal features to the video object. We will discuss the use of the structures proposed in the video DS in the AMOS-Search system [27] . 
Video Object and Object Set
The basic description element of our video DS is the video object. The video object extends the concept of image object adding the temporal dimension. In other words, a video object refers to one or more arbitrary regions in O4: Narrators O3: Narrator B O1: Library one or more frames of a video sequence. We distinguish video objects that represent a region within the video (local object), entire frames of the video (segment object), or the entire video (global object). Objects need not be continuous in time or in space.
Examples of video objects for the documentary video are shown in Figure 6 . O0 ("Documentary") is the global object representing the entire video sequence. Object O1 ("Library") is a segment object continuous in space and time. Objects O2 ("Narrator A"), O3 ("Narrator B"), and O4 ("Narrators") are local video objects, the two former objects are continuous in time and space while the latter is discontinuous in space. The objects that we have chosen to describe for the video sequence in Figure 6 are listed below in XML. <video_object_set> <video_object type="GLOBAL" id="O0"> </video_object> <!--Documentary --> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="O1"> </video_object> <!--Library --> <video_object type="LOCAL" id="O2"> </video_object> <!--Narrator A --> <video_object type="LOCAL" id="O3"> </video_object> <!--Narrator B --> <video_object type="LOCAL" id="O4"> </video_object> <!--Narrators --> </video_object_set>
Object Features, Object Hierarchy, Entity-relation graph, and Code Downloading
In the video DS, the object features, the object hierarchy, the entity-relation graph, and the code downloading are elements inherited directly from the image DS. The only extension regarding the image DS is the inclusion of temporal features, temporal relations, and the visual and media features related specifically to video. See Table 5 and Table 6 for examples of the new relations, relation types, features, and feature classes for the video DS. Figure 6 shows an example of a semantic object hierarchy and a spatial/temporal entity-relation graph. 
Application: AMOS-Search
AMOS-Search [27] is an object-based video indexing and search system. It uses a semi-automatic segmentation tool to extract and segment semantic objects (e.g. people, car, and animal) from a video sequence. The extracted video objects are represented using a hierarchical structure (see Figure 7 (a)) similar to the one proposed above. Each video object is characterized by the underlying regions, their features, and spatial-temporal relationships.
Visual features and spatial-temporal relation graphs at the semantic object and the region levels are computed to build a visual feature library. Semantic objects and regions include color, texture, shape, motion, and time features. For each object, structural features describe the spatial and temporal positions and boundaries of its regions. Also at the object level, there are the 6-Ws semantic annotations. The video description generated by this system is shown in Figure 7 . AMOS-Search accepts queries in the form of sketches or examples and returns similar semantic objects based on different features. Figure 7 (b) shows the query interface of AMOSSearch: the query results, the query canvas, and the feature weights. We can map the object-based video model of the AMOS system (Figure 7 (a) ) to the proposed video DS. First, the objects and the regions in the AMOS system would be described as video objects in the video DS. Two specialized classes of objects could be derived from the generic video object. The region object would contain only low-level features like color, texture, shape, motion, and time. The semantic object would contain the visual features and the semantic annotations. An object hierarchy would be used to express the spatial containment relationships among the objects and their regions. Entity-relation graphs would be used to represent the structural features at the object level, i.e. the spatial-temporal relations among the object's regions.
Using the proposed DS, the AMOS segmentation system could output descriptions of segmented video objects compliant with the proposed video DS. The AMOS-Search system could also accept video descriptions compliant with the video DS as query inputs to the database.
Multimedia Description Scheme
The multimedia description scheme [6] aims to describe multimedia content resulting from the integration of multiple media streams. Examples of individual media streams are images, audio sequences, natural video sequences, synthetic video sequences, and text captions. An example of such an integrated multimedia stream is a documentary program that includes a video, an audio, and a text stream; see Figure 8 . We use the name multimedia stream to refer to any multi-modal document. Other examples of multimedia streams are slide shows composed of a set of images, video sequences, and text; albums composed of images and graphics; and web pages including text, video sequences, and images.
The proposed multimedia DS (MMDS) builds on top of the individual single-media description schemes, including the image DS and the video DS. One of our goals was to achieve the maximum synergy among the single-media DSs and the multimedia DS; all elements and structures used in the multimedia DS are intuitive extensions of those used in the image and the video DS for multiple single-media streams. Figure 8 shows the high-level description of the MMDS: multimedia objects, single-media objects, object features, object hierarchy, and entity-relation graph. Figure 9 presents the UML representation of the MMDS showing the relations with the single-media DSs. As shown in Figure 9 , a multimedia stream is represented as a set of multimedia and single-media objects. A multimedia object refers to a set of single-media and other multimedia objects. Examples of singlemedia objects are image, video, and audio objects defined in the respective single-media DSs. The object hierarchy, the entity-relation graph, the object features, and the code downloading are elements inherited directly from single-media DSs (image and video). Figure 8 includes examples of a temporal/spatial object hierarchy and temporal/semantic entity-relation graph. In the rest of the section, we will explain the components of the MMDS extended from the image and the video DSs'. We will also discuss how a multimedia broadcast news browser [9] already uses the structures in the MMDS.
Multimedia Object
The basic description elements of the multimedia DS are the multimedia and the single-media objects. The set of all the multimedia and the single-media objects in a multimedia stream is included within the object set (see Figure 9 ). We will introduce the multimedia object in this section. A multimedia object represents a collection of single-media objects from one or more single-media streams, e.g. image, video, text, and audio objects, and other multimedia objects. The single-media objects may belong to the same single-media stream or different singlemedia streams, and may not bet synchronized in time or space. The object hierarchy is used to express the singlemedia and multimedia objects composing a multimedia object.
We distinguish two types of multimedia objects: local and global objects. A global multimedia object element represents the entire multimedia stream. On the other hand, a local multimedia object has a limited scope within the multimedia stream. In the example shown in Figure 8 , O0 ("Documentary") is the global object representing all three single-media streams of the documentary (audio sequence, video sequence, and text captions); object O1, and O2 are local objects grouping all the single-media objects related to the "Narrator A" and "Narrator B", respectively. Each multimedia object can have associated multiple features and corresponding feature descriptors. A multimedia object can include semantic information, temporal information, and media specific information. The objects for the multimedia stream in Figure 8 are listed in XML below. <Object_Set> <!--A object set element --> <MM_Object type="GLOBAL" id="O0" …> </MM_Object> <!--Documentary --> <MM_Object type="LOCAL" id="O1" …> </MM_Object> <!--Narrator A --> <MM_Object type="LOCAL" id="O2" …> </MM_Object> <!--Narrator B --> </Object_Set>
Single-Media Object
Each single-media object refers to one type of media such as image, video, audio, synthetic video, and text. These single-media objects are defined in the description scheme of the corresponding type of media and may have associated object hierarchies and entity-relation graphs. It is important to point out that the single-media and the multimedia objects share the same structures except for different types of feature objects. See below how the single-media objects corresponding to the object O1 ("Narrator A") in Figure 8 are included in the object set element and are defined as its composing objects using an object hierarchy. <object_set> <mm_object id="O1" … > </mm_object> <!--Narrator A --> <!--Single-media objects composing the "Narrator A" multimedia object --> <audio_object id="AO1"> </audio_object> <!--Audio segment --> <video_object id="VO1"> </video_object> <!--Video object --> <text_object id="TO1"> </text_object> <!--Text caption --> </object_set> <object_hierarchy> <object_node object_ref="O1"> <object_node object_ref="AO1"/> <object_node object_ref="VO1"/> <object_node object_ref="TO1"/> </object_node> </object_hierarchy>
Application: Multimedia Broadcast News System
We discuss the application of the proposed MMDS to the broadcast news domain. This domain is interesting because (1) there are distinct practical application scenarios for this; (2) the multimedia content in this domain contains interesting structures; and (3) it is closely related to the mission of MPEG-7 due to the fact that different broadcasters currently use different protocols to describe their content. At AT&T Labs-Research, a multimedia broadcast news browser addressing this domain has been implemented in Java. This browser is based on two unique features, first, use of integrated multimedia processing that extracts layers of content [19] [7] [8] , and second, the use of integrated data description to represent the multimedia content [9] .
We briefly discuss the description scheme of a multimedia news program in this system. A multimedia news program usually includes a video sequence, an audio sequence, and some text captions associated text information (from either closed caption or an automatic speech recognizer). A news program on a particular day is represented as a global multimedia (MM) object. Figure 10 shows the relationships among all the components, i.e. local MM objects, of this MM object. These relations are implemented using object hierarchies or entityrelation graphs, as needed. Each such MM object has two main components, the "ToC" (Table-Of-Content) object and the "Dialog" object. The "Dialog" object is in fact related to the "ToC" object. "Dialog" is an object that is not extracted from a news program but an object that acts like an intelligent and interactive agent based on its linguistic knowledge and the content in the "ToC". The "ToC" object is constructed through automated multimodal processing by understanding the content in a news program [19] [7] and consists of three sub-objects: "Summary-of-the-Day", "Headline Stories", and "Commercials". Further, both the "Headline stories" and "Commercials" sub-objects consist of a set of sub-components of the same type. For example, the "Headline Stories" represents a set of news stories. In Figure 11 and Figure 12 , we show how the MMDS interacts with individual single-media DSs by presenting the relationships among the components of MM objects "Story i" and "Dialog", respectively. As shown in Figure 11 , "Story i" is composed of two parts, a "Story Summary", and a "Story Body". Further, each of these two parts may include one or more speakers with associated content embedded in different modalities. To capture this paradigm, we define "Speaker" as MM object because it is composed of several single-media objects such as video, audio, and text. The single-media objects are shown shaded in Figure 11 . Note that the single-media objects may also interact with each other.
The "Dialog" object is related not only to MM object "ToC" but also to several single-media objects. Figure 12 shows how object "Dialog" interacts with the single-media objects. Since object "Dialog" reacts to user's input (via audio or text) it has links to both audio and text objects. Similarly, since its direct output is text, it is directly related to object "Synthetic Text". Further, object "Synthetic Text" may be used to create object "Synthetic Audio" (e.g., text-to-speech) and object "Synthetic Video" (visual text-to-speech); these objects may link back to object "Dialog" to make up the integrated acoustic and visual interface during the dialog. It can thus be seen that the MMDS can be used to generate a description of a complex MM object. This description basically provides the glue information to pull together a set of related multimedia and single-media objects, as well as their precise spatial and temporal relationships, among others.
News Program

Home Media Description Scheme
In this section, we present the home media description scheme [3] developed for home media content. We considered home media content as an interesting scenario due to the vast amount of home media content generated in many households all around the world. To clarify the explanation, we use the example of home The home media DS is derived from the image, the video, and the multimedia DSs. It includes the 6-Ws semantic features for the objects and 7 types of object hierarchies (1-P+6-W): 1-P physical and 6-W semantic category object hierarchies. Figure 14 summarizes the proposed scheme for the home media DS in UML notation. This is an example of how the generic description schemes for image, video, and multimedia content can be instantiated and furnished for a specific application and scenario. In remainder of this section, we will describe the 6-W semantic features and the 1-P+6-W object hierarchies. We will also discuss how a possible storytelling system could benefit from the use of the home media DS. The diagram in Figure 14 does not show the entity-relation graph element as one of the components of the Home Stream due to space limitation.
6-W Semantic Features
The home media DS describes home media content following the natural way in which humans tend to comment their home multimedia content (e.g. photographs and videos). Users often described specific sections of the content at a time (e.g. regions in an image) focussing in some more than others. In describing home content to others, authors talk about the people or animals ("who"), the objects ("what object"), the actions ("what action"), the location ("where"), the event ("why"), and/or the date ("when") that are relevant. We call these 6 semantic 3 The example home video used was captured by one of the authors, Charlie Judice. categories, the 6-Ws. In the home media DS, sections of the contents are represented as objects and the annotations in the 6-W categories as semantic features. The home media content would be segmented into objects, which will be described at each of the 6-W semantic categories. For home video sequences, objects could be of three types, as described in section 4.1: GLOBAL, SEGMENT, or LOCAL. The annotations or relevant concepts at each of the 6-W semantic categories would be expressed as corresponding semantic features. "What action" annotations are special because they usually refer to the "who" or the "what object" entities involved in the action. For this reason, entity relations could be used to describe actions. We saw some examples of the 6-W semantic features in section 3.2.
As an example, the home media sequence in Figure 13 (a) has been segmented into temporal objects (TO). The first two temporal objects of the video sequence where captured during a trip to the lake on the boat. The following two temporal objects were shot during a trip to Arizona in a balloon fair. Finally, the last two temporal segments were recorded during an anniversary celebration with some relatives in New Jersey. In the video description, each temporal object is represented as a video object of type SEGMENT. The entire video sequence is assigned a video object of type GLOBAL. The temporal objects have been annotated in two of the 6-W categories: the "who" and the "what object" describing their relevant concepts. Below, we include the XML description of the TO 6 as annotated in Figure 13 (a).
<video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e6"…> <vid_obj_semantic_features> <who> <concept> Relatives </concept> </who> <where> <concept> House </concept> </where> </vid_obj_semantic_features> </video_object> <!--TO 6, Relatives in House --> When describing home media content, humans describe the content in the 6-W categories. However, they also reuse previous concepts (e.g. same person in another shot) and relate concepts among each other (hierarchically, e.g. one person is another person's father; or non-hierarchically, e.g. one person is older than another is). We describe the relationships among concepts using 1-P + 6-W object hierarchies, and entity-relation graphs. We focus on the 1P + 6W object hierarchies in this section.
1-P + 6-W Object Hierarchies
Each home media description includes seven object hierarchies (1P+6W): a physical and six semantic hierarchies, one for each 6-W category; Figure 13 (b) shows the physical hierarchy and two semantic hierarchies, the "who" and the "what object". The physical hierarchy describes the temporal and/or spatial organization of objects. The semantic hierarchy associated to each category represents the hierarchical relationships among the concepts and the objects in that category. The terminal nodes of all seven hierarchies are the objects resulting from the segmentation of the home media content (global, segment, and local object for video). Each intermediate node of the hierarchies is assigned a semantic concept object in the description (e.g. "Relatives"). Each root nodes of the hierarchies is assigned a semantic category object in the description (e.g. who semantic category).
The object set and the "who" semantic object hierarchy in Figure 13 are expressed in XML below. In this example, the terminal nodes of the object hierarchies are temporal objects. The objects corresponding to semantic concepts and semantic categories are assigned special types, SEMANTIC.CONCEPT and SEMANTIC.CATEGORY, respectively. <video_object_set> <video_object type="GLOBAL" id="e0"…> </video_object> <!--Home video sequence --> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e1"…> </video_object> <!--TO1, Lake --> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e2"…> </video_object> <!--TO2, Boat on lake --> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e3"…> </video_object> <!--TO3, Inflating balloons--> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e4"…> </video_object> <!--TO 4, Flying balloons--> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e5"…> </video_object> <!--TO 5, Relatives on beach --> <video_object type="SEGMENT" id="e6"…> </video_object> <!--TO 6, Relatives in House --> <video_object type="SEMANTIC.CATEGORY" id="e7"…> <!--who semantic category --> <vid_obj_semantic_features> <who /> </vid_obj_semantic_features> </video_object> <video_object type="SEMANTIC.CONCEPT" id="e8"…> <!--"Relatives" concept --> <vid_obj_semantic_features> <who> <concept> Relatives </concept> </who> </vid_obj_semantic_features> </video_object> <video_object type="SEMANTIC.CONCEPT" id="e8"…> <!--"Balloonists" concept --> <vid_obj_semantic_features> <who> <concept> Balloonists </concept> </who> </vid_obj_semantic_features> </video_object> <!--Other video objects would follow --> </video_object_set> <who_hierarchy> <object_node id="on1" object_ref="e7"> <object_node id="on2" object_ref="e8"> <object_node id="on3" object_ref="e5" /> <object_node id="on4" object_ref="e6" /> </object_node> <object_node id="on5" object_ref="e9"> <object_node id="on6" object_ref="e3" /> <object_node id="on7" object_ref="e4" /> </object_node> </object_node> </who_hierarchy>
Rather than being applied to single-media content, i.e. video sequences, the presented home media DS can also be applied to home multimedia streams composed of multiple media streams recorded during an event (e.g., video sequences, audio recordings, and still images taken during a wedding). Although developed for home media content, this description scheme could also be used for news, movies, and documentaries because of its generality.
Application: Storytelling System
In this section, we present a possible storytelling system using the above home media DS. The system would allow users to create stories as a collection of acts that, in turn, are a collection of shots. During the process of creation of a story, the user could assign brief descriptions to stories, acts, and shots. The media content, the descriptions, and the information recorded by the camera itself would be automatically processed and analyzed by the multimedia classification modules of the storytelling system. These modules would extract relevant information in the 6-W categories (who, what object, what action, where, when, why) and relate all the annotations of a story (e.g. identify the same concepts and organize concepts hierarchically).
We will review several multimedia classification systems that could be used in processing the user descriptions and media content to provide useful information in the 6-W dimensions. The Visual Apprentice [10] , a model-based classification system, could be used to detect "what object" and "what action" (e.g. handshake, baseball hit scene, and the statue of liberty). In Lumine [16] , a scene classification system that combines visual and textual features, could provide the "where" and the "what object" (e.g. indoor/outdoor, nature landscape, and city/suburb). An automatic face detection system [24] could generate useful information in the "who" dimension. Smart cameras with a GPS receiver and an internal clock would be able to provide the "where" (e.g. city and street) and the "when" (e.g. date and time) information. This storytelling system would have the following representation for each story: a physical hierarchy describing the story as a collection of acts, and the acts as collections of shots; and 6-W semantic category hierarchies indexing the story, the acts, and the shots in the 6-W semantic dimensions. General relations among stories, acts, and shots could be described using entity-relation graphs. The storytelling system could provide the user with retrieval capabilities of the created stories by typing a text description as a query. The natural language processing module of the system would be used to extract relevant information in the 6-W categories to match them against the 6-W semantic hierarchies and the entity-relation graphs of the stories. The 6-W indexing hierarchies and the entity-relation graphs used for the retrieval and search would actually be completely transparent to the user for simplicity and clarity.
The system design using the proposed home media DS is straightforward. It uses the physical object hierarchy, the 6-W semantic object hierarchies, and the entity-relation graphs to relate the video objects in a story, i.e., the story itself, the acts, and the shots. It is important to point out the flexibility and interoperability that our home DS provides. The content description of home video sequences is contained in a single text file. Therefore, editing the current descriptors, adding new ones, and searching for descriptors is as simple as modifying and matching words in a text file.
Archive Description Scheme
In this section, we present the archive description scheme [4] . The archive DS reuses elements defined in the image, the video, and the multimedia DSs. We consider a multimedia archive as a collection of multimedia documents (e.g. images and video sequences) that have already been described by the image, the video, or the multimedia DSs. Figure 15 (a) represents the video objects of all the video sequences in an archive in the feature space of a semantic subject feature (e.g. science, art, and history). Any semantic features (e.g. 6-Ws), visual features (e.g. color and texture), temporal features, media features, or combinations could have been selected.
The UML representation of the archive DS is shown in Figure 16 . The archive (<archive>) description is composed of one or more ontology elements (<ontology>). An ontology is a hierarchy of clusters (<cluster>) generated by constraints of one or more object features, see Figure 15 (b). General relations among clusters could be represented using entity-relation graphs. In the remaining part of this section we will focus on each the basic components of the archive DS: the cluster, the way clusters are related to individual multimedia documents, and the entity-relation graph. We will also describe the impact that such a standard archive DS could have in MetaSEEk [2] , a meta search engine for audio-visual content. 
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Cluster
The basic element of the archive description scheme is the cluster. A cluster represents a collection of similar multimedia, image, and/or video objects that may belong to different multimedia documents. Clustering has been widely applied to efficiently search, retrieve, browse, and visualize collections of images, video sequences, and textural documents, among others. As an example, in the WebSEEk system [20] , the feature clusters are based on semantic features. The statistical features of each cluster have been proved very useful for browsing. Also, in MetaSEEk [2] , feature clustering has been used to help selecting optimal image databases matching user interests. For example, image databases with matched color clusters will be searched first in response to a query with certain color histogram.
A cluster summarizes a set of multimedia, image, and/or video objects in a multimedia archive based on any combination of object features in the image, the video, and the multimedia DSs: media features (e.g. file format), visual features (e.g., color and texture), temporal features (e.g. duration or start time), and semantic features (e.g. subject and "who"). A cluster can include a unique identifier and a type attribute to describe the type of objects included in the cluster (e.g. image objects, video object, or both). Each cluster contains information about the requirements or constraints satisfied by its components (<object>), the cluster features (e.g. statistical and media features), and its internal clusters (see Figure 16 ). Examples of cluster feature classes and features are included in Table 7 . Below we detail the XML description for the "Art" cluster in the ontology of Figure 15 . The "Art" cluster groups video objects in the archive whose level 1 of a subject feature has an "Art" value. The subject feature could have different levels to describe the subject of the video object from less concrete to more concrete, e.g. art and impressionism, or history, American, XX Century, 90s, and 1999. The features associated with the cluster are (1) media features: links to objects in cluster, number of elements in the cluster, and representative icons; and (2) statistical features: distribution and N-order moments. The "Art" cluster also contains three internal clusters: "Impressionism", "Expressionism", and "Modernism".
<cluster_node id="C3" type="VIDEO_OBJECT"> <!--Cluster: Art --> <object> <!--Constraints on features of clustered elements --> <obj_semantic_features> <!--Weights can be associated with each feature --> <subject> <level1 weight="0.2"> Art </level1> </subject> </obj_semantic_features> </object> <cluster_media_features> <!--Cluster media features --> <!--Pointers to files containing links to object in cluster and archive --> <links> <element_links href="http://links.to.objects.in.cluster_art.xml" /> </links> <size> <num_elements>45</num_elements> </size> <icons> <location> <location_site href="http://icon.for.cluster3.gif" /> </location> </icons> </cluster_media_features> </cluster_media_features> <!--Cluster media features --> <N-order_moments> … </ N-order_moments> <distribution> </distribution> </cluster_media_features> <!--Internal clusters --> <cluster_node id="C3.1" type="VIDEO_OBJECT"> </cluster_node> <!--Cluster: Impress. --> <cluster_node id="C3.2" type="VIDEO_OBJECT"> </cluster_node> <!--Cluster: Express. --> <cluster_node id="C3.3" type="VIDEO_OBJECT"> </cluster_node> <!--Cluster: Moder. --> </cluster_node>
In this DS, the object element (<object>) describes the constraints on object descriptors satisfied by the cluster components. Constraints could be imposed in any descriptors included in the media, the visual, the temporal, and the semantic features of an object, and combinations. When more than one descriptor in combined to generate a cluster, weights can be associated with one of them. Below we give an example of a constraint over a Tamura texture descriptor.
(0.00 < coarseness < 0.55) AND (0.2 < contrast < 0.34) AND (0.67 < directionality < 0.76) For efficient use of the content descriptions of the archive and the documents in the archive, links are provided to traverse from the objects in the image, the video, or the multimedia DSs to corresponding clusters in the archive DS, and vice versa. We could even assign probabilities to these links. When high-level semantic descriptors of audio-visual content are generated automatically, they may have confidence factors associated with them. This is the probability that one would assign to the links between the archive and the document descriptions.
Entity-Relation Graph
The hierarchical structure of clusters provided by the ontology in the archive DS is too restricted to describe the rich audio-visual content of an archive. Clusters can be related in non-hierarchical ways not supported by the ontology element. For example, consider the subject ontology introduced in Figure 15 , under the "History" cluster there could be a "Historical Statues" cluster of "Modernism" style. We introduce the entityrelation graph in the archive DS to be able to implement such general relationships among clusters.
Application: MetaSEEk
We describe how multimedia meta search engines could benefit from our archive DS, our code downloading mechanism, and, in general, of MPEG-7. We are implementing our novel ideas in a new version of MetaSEEk [2] , a meta search engine for mediation among multiple search engines for audio-visual information. MetaSEEk is designed to intelligently select and interface with multiple on-line image search engines by ranking their performance for different classes of user queries. The overall architecture of MetaSEEk is shown in Figure 17 . The three main components of the system are quite standard for meta search engines; they include the query dispatcher, the query translator, and the display interface.
Upon receiving a query, the dispatcher selects the target search engines to be queried by consulting the performance database at the MetaSEEk site. This database contains performance scores of past query successes and failures for each supported search engine. The query dispatcher only selects search engines that provide compatible capabilities with the user's query (e.g., color and keywords). The query translators, then, translate the user query to suitable scripts conforming to the interfaces of the selected search engines. Finally, the display component uses the performance scores to merge the results from each search engine, and displays them to the user. MetaSEEk evaluates the quality of the results returned by each search engine based on the user's feedback. This information is used to update the performance database.
The operation of MetaSEEk is currently very restrained to the interface limitations of current on-line search engines: (1) only support for query by example, by sketch, or by keyword, (2) results as a flat list of images (with similarity scores, in some cases), and (3) no available information about the features used in the retrieval or the content of the databases of the target search engines.
In the future, we envision multimedia search engines accepting not only queries by example, by sketch, or by keyword but also queries by MPEG-7 multimedia descriptions. Advantages of querying search engines by MPEG-7 descriptions are more efficient, more secure, and richer queries combining different types of features (e.g. semantic, visual, temporal, and media features). Queries could involve single multimedia documents or collections of multimedia documents, which would be described by the multimedia DS or the archive DS, respectively. Queries by archive description would allow efficient matching of the clusters and the statistical distribution of a multimedia collection in a selected feature space. The user interests are also more likely to be described as a collection of multimedia documents rather than one multimedia document. Furthermore, queries would result in a list of matched multimedia documents as well as their MPEG-7 descriptions (partial or complete) and, possible, their description as a collection using the archive DS. The organization and the statistics of clusters associated with the results would facilitate advanced display, indexing, and visualization of the results. This may be a very powerful feature when the number of results retrieved from a retrieval engine is very large.
Each search engine may also make available the archive description of its content and some proprietary code using our archive DS and code downloading mechanism, respectively. Meta search engines will use the archive descriptions and descriptor downloading capabilities of each target search engine to learn dynamically about the distribution of the content (hierarchical clusters and relationships among them) and the capabilities of each search engine. This knowledge will enable (1) advanced mapping of the user preferences to queries for each repository, (2) the generation of meaningful queries for each individual repository, (3) improved decisions to query search engines instead of others, (4) efficient ways of merging results from different repositories, and (5) intelligent visualization of the search results from heterogeneous sources. For example, a search engine would not be queried if the statistics of elements in the desired section of a feature space were not satisfactory (e.g. percentage of elements greater than some threshold). This information would be provided by the organization and the statistics associated with the clusters in the archive description. On the other hand, if the code to extract a specific feature was made available by a search engine, the meta search engine could run experiments with it to determine how it would map to other features or the user interests.
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Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented our image, video, multimedia, home media, and archive description schemes. They have been designed based on an object-based multi-level framework. We use XML to describe our DSs and provide actual examples. However, it should be noted that our DSs could be generated by any DDL chosen by MPEG-7.
The presented description schemes are designed to address the requirements stated by MPEG-7 and have several unique aspects. Their structures and elements are currently being used to effectively support several large-scale multimedia search engines we have developed. They allow flexible inclusion of external feature descriptors and their proprietary code. We separate the object definitions and the object relational structures (i.e., the object hierarchy and the entity-relation graph) for clarity, flexibility, and generality allowing for distributed processing of the content. Finally, they provide effective methods for describing multiple abstraction levels and allowing modality transcoding. 
